
 

Subject: FedMall v23.2.1 Public Release Notes 

SP4709-17-D-0038 
 

1.0     Release Details 
FedMall Release v23.2.1 will go live on January 19, 2023. These notes describe all 
functional changes and how those changes affect the use of FedMall.  

 
1.1     Purpose 

This document captures the functional release notes describing an update to the FedMall  
system. Except where otherwise noted, this document describes the availability of new or 
updated functionality in the Production environment, i.e., available to the generality of 
FedMall users. 

 
1.2     Release Overview 

 

System: FedMall 

Availability Date: January 19, 2023 

FedMall Software Version: v23.2.1 

 
 

1.3     FEDS 
This software release includes updates to the following capabilities: 

 

Capability: Description: Reference ID: 

Add the webpage footer 
throughout FEDS UI 

The CUI footer shall be added to all webpage 

footers throughout FEDS-UI. 
CHG0038542 

Contract Expiration - 
Item Archiving issue 

The database stored procedure code shall be 

modified so that when a contract is set to 

Archiving/Disabled, the corresponding 

items/parts will also be archived and removed 

from the Catalog. 

CHG0038287 

Ensure the mailing 
information section is 
READ-ONLY 

The mailing information section in individual 

contracts in FEDS-UI shall be read-only. Users 

shall not have the ability to modify the mailing 

information through the UI. 

CHG0038606 

Update Country: 
Supplier Record 
populates “USA” from 
SAM.gov; FEDS 
populates “US” 

The country shall properly render on the UI as the 

full name, not the abbreviated name.  
CHG0038606 

https://sam.gov/content/home


 

Update CUI Markings for 
Email Notifications 

All email notifications generated from FEDS have 

been updated with CUI markings. 
CHG0038543 

Zip code validation exists 
for 9 digits whereas a 
few of the Supplier 
records from SAM.gov 
may only have 5 digits 

The FEDS-UI has been updated so that the user 

has no option to modify the zip code and the UI 

renders the Zip Code that is provided by the 

backend service. 

CHG0038606 

Contract Save- ‘Last 
Modified By’ is rendered 
as undefined 

The FEDS-UI auditing section in a contract shall 

render the login user for the ‘Last Modified By’ 

attribute instead of "undefined". 

CHG0038606 

 
 

1.4    FedMall Commerce 
This software release includes updates to the following capabilities: 

 

Capability: Description: Reference ID: 

Commerce Search 
Results Limited when 
not using '*' 

A wildcard (*) is not necessary when performing 
keyword searches in Commerce. CHG0037708 

Add CUI Markings to 
email notifications 

All email notifications generated from Commerce 
have been updated with CUI markings. CHG0038543 

Update DoDAAC Verifier 
Webpage to Pop-Up 

The DODAAC verifier hyperlink is now rendered as 
a pop-up rather than a separate webpage. The CUI 
markings can still be seen from the Commerce 
Header and have been unchanged. 

CHG0038542 

Add CUI Markings to the 
View Invoice and Print in 
Commerce Order History 

All ‘Invoice’ and Print functionality within 
Commerce Order History has been updated with 
CUI markings. 

CHG0038542 

Frequently Purchased 
Items List is Erroring 

Any Commerce User can navigate to any 
subsequent page in the Frequently Purchased 
Item section and proceed through the initial first 
page of the frequently purchased items list 
without error. 

CHG0038758 

 
 

1.5    Custom Utilities 
This software release includes updates to the following capabilities: 

 

Capability: Description: Reference ID: 

https://sam.gov/content/home


 

Interactive DLA Map 
Catalog Map Subtype 
Modification 

The DLA Map Catalog CU shall include “Certified 
Printed Electronic Navigation Charts (CPENC)” as a 
map subtype under the Hydrographic Map Type 
and populate with data in the penc.shp file 
provided by the DLA Map Catalog team. Place 
above “Coastal Charts” in the map subtype legend. 

CHG0036962 

Add CUI Markings to 
email notifications 

All email notifications generated from Custom 
Utilities now include CUI markings accordingly. 

CHG0038543 

Add CUI markings to all 
reports 

All reports generated from Custom Utilities now 
include CUI markings accordingly. 

CHG0038873 

Add CUI to all pop-ups 
All Custom Utility pop-ups generated now include 
CUI markings accordingly. 

CHG0038542 

 
 

1.6    Supplier Portal 
This software release includes updates to the following capabilities: 

 

Capability: Description: Reference ID: 

FPDS Reporting failing 
due to incorrect Supplier 
Zip Code 

The Development Team ran a query and updated 
the mailing address for every contract associated 
with each Supplier to match the mailing address 
provided by Sam.gov to resolve FPDS reporting 
errors. 

CHG0038059 

Update automated 
process to update the 
mailing address 

The Automated process shall be updated to 
update the mailing address for all the contracts 
associated with each supplier with the latest 
mailing address. 

CHG0038550 

Update Portal UI to stop 
sending null value for 
City Name to the 
backend systems 

The Portal UI shall be updated so that a null value 
for city no longer displays, and the city name, 
populated from Sam.gov renders properly.  

CHG0038541 

 
 

1.7    ACE 
This software release includes updates to the following capabilities: 

 

Capability: Description: Reference ID: 

Add CUI Markings on 
Emails 

All email notifications generated from ACE now 
include CUI markings accordingly. 

CHG0038543 

 


